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25 200 PLN net

30 996 PLN gross 

Basic price

Motor boat, touristic 

„NEXTLINE 460” 

Technical data: 

Length - 4,60 m 

Width - 1,90 m 

Weight of the empty unit - 320 kg 

Number of people - 5 

Engine power - 30 - 50 HP 

The height of the transom - 508 mm (foot L) 

Maximum capacity - 520 kg 

Design category - C 

Material of the hull - lps / GRP 

Hull construction - double-shell, closed 

STABLE thanks to the wide "V" type bottom 

that easily slides in. 

 

HIGH SIDE -  increases the safety standard. 

 

HAS non-slip surfaces on seats and on the 

floor. 

Basic equipment in the price of the boat: 

- bow adaptation for montage of electric motor (bow reinforcement, holt hatch, channels between 

lockers to carry wires) 

- complete console with control system 

  (console (plastic), black steering wheel grey INOX + plexiglass + railing INOX on the console) 

- swivel helmsman chair on the crane, 

- set of railings FISH INOX (L70 back , L160 front), 

- 4 cleats (stainless steel - INOX), 

- 7 lockers with water drainage channels,flaps on the INOX hinges closed with so-called 

"kandahar" (including one locker 180 cm long), 

- a big bench in the back of the boat, 

- a gable vent INOX from the fuel compartment, 

- a channel for carrying out the fuel line to the left middle locker + gable vent INOX, 

- a channel for carrying out the control rods ties + small tear INOX, 

- place for mounting the shifter, 

- external transom protector PCV, 

- mooring ear at the front - INOX, 

- 2x mooring ears at the back - INOX, 

- fender rubber + ends INOX, 

- water drain plugs from the bottom of the boat, 

- outflow from the deck with ball valve, 

- outflow from the engine bowl, 

- outflow from the bow locker, 

- 4 rubber covers in the engine bowl, 

- deck color: cream, white or grey, 

- bottom color: navy blue, anthracite or white. 

(About other colors please ask when ordering) 

All of the prices may change, please make sure it is up-to-date before placing your order. 
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25 200 PLN net

30 996 PLN gross 

Basic price

four lockers at the front of the boat 

including one 180 cm long 

three lockers at the back of the boat 
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a channels for carrying the wires 

holta hatch in the bow locker 

bow reinforcement for electric motor 

helmsman chair on the crane 
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* Additional equipment for the "Nextline 460" boat at extra cost (net prices): 

 * sun deck / fishing deck 3 parts made of waterproof 

plywood with upholstery (console to the front) 

net price PLN 1 200 

battery box 

net price PLN 100 

 ladder INOX folding 3-step with reinforcement  

net price PLN 600 

 * power switch 

net price PLN 200 zł 
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